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From our inception, Front of the House® has been 
unwavering in our commitment to environmental 
awareness, social responsibility, our FOH® Family 
of Customers and our Team Member family. 

We offer a broad range of eco-friendly options 
suitable for any type of foodservice application. 
Our sustainable product lines include Servewise®, 
a certified-compostable disposable collection, 
Platewise®, a unique melamine alternative made from 
bamboo, Drinkwise®, our bpa-free, highly reusable, 
unbreakable drinkware solution, and our large 
collections of rustic chic® sustainable collections 
made responsibly from bamboo, sugar palm wood,
fir wood, paper, birch wood, and poplar wood.  
 

 

Our in-house Miami-based Design & Development 
Team is continuously working to ensure Front of 
the House® remains at the forefront of innovative 
eco-friendly product introductions, and is 
continuously improving our existing product 
lines to minimize our environmental impact and 
carbon footprint. 

In addition, our corporate office is state-of-the-art, 
outfitted with LED motion sensor lighting, Nest 
programmable thermostats, and energy efficient 
appliances. All disposable products are compostable 
or recyclable, in line with the guidelines from our 
Sustainability Committee.

We’re excited to WOW you with our 
sustainable solutions!

Simone Mayer
Chief Executive Officer & Chief Creative Officer

sustainability commitment



8.75" Wrapped Giant Straw - White
Pack 2,400 pieces  
 ASW��4WHM28

Eco-Friendly
Our Long Lasting 

Paper StrawsTM naturally  
break down over time,  
making them safe for 
the environment and 
marine life. Reduce 

plastic pollution with this 
biodegradable alternative.

long-lasting 
paper strawsTM

Wow environmentally conscious 
customers, stay ahead of plastic straw 
bans, and protect our environment with 
our Long-Lasting Paper StrawsTM. 

Sustainable
Our Long Lasting 

Paper StrawsTM

are manufactured 
using FSC-certified, 

sustainably managed,
non-GMO forests.

Food Safe
Our Long Lasting  
Paper StrawsTM are 
certified compliant  
with FDA, EU and 

LFGB regulations. Also, 
our straws are BPA free, 

unlike plastic straws.

Allergy Free
Certified Gluten-Free.

Perfect Sizes
5 sizes  

stocked worldwide.

Our Long Lasting  
Paper StrawsTM last  

4+hours
 in cold beverages without 

unraveling.

Servewise® Straw Features:

5.5" Paper Cocktail Straw - Black
Pack 2,400 pieces 
ASW��3BKM28

7.75" Paper Straw - Black  
Pack 2,400 pieces  
ASW��1BKM28  unwrapped 
ASW��2BKM28  wrapped

7.75" Wrapped Paper Straw - White 
 Pack 2,400 pieces  
 ASW��2WHM28

5.5" Long Lasting Wrapped Paper Slim Straw - Black
Pack 2,400 pieces 
ASW005BKM88

NEW



VS.

Servewise® Disposable Disposable Plastic

Certified compostable Requires hundreds of years 
to decompose

All natural Made from  
petroleum-based materials

Produced from easily  
renewable resources

Produced using  
non-renewable resources

Awareness of the harmful effects of  
single-use plastic is on the rise.  
Switch to Servewise® and replace 
disposable plastic with a stylish,  
durable product that is environmentally  
safe and biodegradable.

plates & bowls hold  
   sauces for ½ hour +

high-end 
unique look 

microwave & oven safe! 
(up to 45 minutes at 350˚)

biodegradable   
   & certified compostable

vent holes to  
let steam escape from 
warm and hot foods

designed 
to stack

locks tight  
with our plates

PET Lids are easily 
processed by

recycling facilities

PET Lids are energy
efficient to produce

Servewise® Disposables over Plastic Disposables:

Reduces impact  
on environment  

and landfills

Decreases  
non-renewable 

resource consumption

Reduces impact  
on marine life

Disposable Plastic Facts: 

• Enough plastic is thrown away each year to circle the  
earth 4 times. 

• 10% of all plastic ends up in the ocean. 

• 100,000 marine animals die each year from ingesting plastic. 

• 70% of seabirds are found with plastic in their stomachs.

Reduce your environmental impact!

Servewise® Features:

servewise®

View 45+ Servewise® items at 
frontofthehouse.com



Platewise® is made from renewable bamboo, 
stands up to rigorous commercial washing, 
and breaks down in landfills. The perfect 
combination of style, function, durability and 
affordability! Stocked in 2 collections, natural 
round Organic or decaled square Mod®.

industrial dishwasher 
safe for thousands  

of washings

high volume durability

a safe alternative  
to plastic and  

melamine dinnerware

made from natural  
bamboo, decomposes  

in landfills

Platewise®…What’s in it?
The Platewise® collection is made of 
natural bamboo fiber, and the rest is our 
proprietary recipe that we have been 
perfecting and testing for years. FOH® has 
been and continues to be committed to 
bringing to the Foodservice Industry, SAFE, 
stylish, GREEN and budget friendly serving 
solutions.  

Bamboo is the fastest growing plant. 
It produces greater biomass and 30% 
more oxygen than a hardwood forest of the 
same size, while improving watersheds, 
preventing erosion, restoring soil, providing 
sweet edible shoots and removing toxins 
from contaminated soil.

platewise®

View 25+ Platewise® items at 
frontofthehouse.com

Platewise® Features:

A smart TRUE-GREEN alternative!



Stylish, durable, & ultra-affordable bamboo 
solutions beautifully compliment all 
tabletop and bar décors. 

Bamboo Facts: 

• Fast growing, eco-friendly material that does not require 
any agricultural chemical to grow.  

• Antibacterial, antifungal and odor resistant properties.  
 

• Fastest growing plant on earth and can grow as much 
as 3 feet per day.  

• Plays an important role in balancing oxygen and carbon  
dioxide in the atmosphere.  

• Can be harvested between every 1 to 5 years depending 
on the species. 

eco-friendly  
and renewable

durable & long-lasting

wears well with  
commercial use

antibacterial  
and antifungal

bamboo

View 85+ Bamboo items at 
frontofthehouse.com

Bamboo Features:



How it’s made 
For our Carbon finish, the ancient Japanese technique of 
Shou Sugi Ban is used to preserve wood by charring 
it with fire. The process involves charring the wood, 
cooling it, cleaning it, and finishing it with a natural oil.

lightweight  
& durable

organic shape;  
no two are alike

sustainable  
& eco-chic!

carbonized using ancient  
Japanese technique,  

Shou Sugi Ban, making our 
 wood even more durable.

Carved from fallen Fir Trees, each piece 
in this collection has its own unique 
shape, personality, texture, and grain. 
Stocked in Natural or Carbon finishes.

ROOT®

View 14+ ROOT® items at 
frontofthehouse.com

ROOT® Features:



crack & craze proof

heat resistant

commercial strength:  
impact & shatter resistant

glass-like 
clarityBPA - FREE

stronger & longer 
lasting than SAN  
& polycarbonate

water wells for 
easy drying

Awareness of the harmful effects of  
single-use plastics is on the rise. Replace 
disposable drinkware with a stylish, 
sustainable, functional, durable, reusable 
product that remarkably resembles glass.

Disposable Cup Facts: 

• Over 500 billion cups worldwide are sent to landfills each 
year, with the US accounting for 37% of all foodservice 
disposables globally. 

• 108,000,000,000 disposable cups are used by Americans 
each year, which equates to 3.5 billion pounds of waste! 

• 22 billion gallons of water and 26 billion pounds of CO2 are 
used annually in the production of disposable cups for the 
American market alone.

  1 Drinkwise® Cup                  1,000 Disposable Cups

VS.

Generates 
0.032 lbs of waste

Generates 
32 lbs of waste

Uses 0.20 gallons of 
water to produce

Uses 204 gallons of
water to produce

Emits 0.24 lbs of CO2 
during production

 

A switch to reusable Drinkwise® will also

Emits 241 lbs of CO2 

during production

REDUCE YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT!

Decrease fuel 
consumption 

Reduce overall 
consumption

Reduce 
packaging waste 

Reduce your Enviromental Impact!

  1 Drinkwise® Cup                  1,000 Disposable Cups

VS.

Generates 
0.032 lbs of waste

Generates 
32 lbs of waste

Uses 0.20 gallons of 
water to produce

Uses 204 gallons of
water to produce

Emits 0.24 lbs of CO2 
during production

 

A switch to reusable Drinkwise® will also

Emits 241 lbs of CO2 

during production

REDUCE YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT!

Decrease fuel 
consumption 

Reduce overall 
consumption

Reduce 
packaging waste 

A Switch to Reusable Drinkwise ® will also:

drinkwise®

View 55+ Drinkwise® items at 
frontofthehouse.com

Drinkwise® Features:



Eco-smart, eco-chic and economical  
serving solutions made from highly 
renewable bamboo. Bamboo Picks are 
the earth-friendly disposables you can  
feel good about.

Bamboo Facts: 

• Fast growing, eco-friendly material that does not require 
any agricultural chemical to grow.  

• Antibacterial, antifungal and odor resistant properties.  
 

• Fastest growing plant on earth and can grow as much 
as 3 feet per day.  

• Plays an important role in balancing oxygen and carbon  
dioxide in the atmosphere.  

• Can be harvested between every 1 to 5 years depending 
on the species. 

3 sizes

3 sizes

2 sizes, 10 colors

2 sizes

2 sizes

1 size

4 styles

bamboo picks

30+ Colors and Styles:



Like being enveloped in a cool crisp forest, 
our charming Rustic Wood™ collection 
evokes feelings of calm and coziness. This 
lightweight, strong, and water-resistant  
wood is ideal for a myriad of applications.

sustainable 
& eco-friendly

renewable resource

lightweight

antimicrobial
popular 

foodservice
shapes & sizes

long-lasting even in wet 
environmental

Benefits of using Rustic Wood™: 

• Fir trees are fast-growing, making their wood a sustainable and 
eco-friendly choice 

• No part of the tree is wasted in production: the branches can be 
used for essential oil, the bark for tannins, and the wood scraps 
for fragrant charcoal 

• All items are extremely lightweight, yet durable and strong 

• This collection promotes social responsibility through the 
employment of local villagers

rustic wood™

View 10+ Rustic Wood™ items at 
frontofthehouse.com

Rustic Wood™ Features:



Conjuring vibes of a tropical oasis, naturally 
occurring high-contrast fibers give palm 
wood it’s unique and stunning appearance. 
Each richly grained piece is hand-carved  
and one-of-a-kind.

lightweight  
& durablesustainable 

& eco-friendly

hand carved
each richly grained piece is 

one-of-a-kind

Benefits of using Palm Wood: 

• Palm trees are fast-growing, making their wood a sustainable  
and eco-friendly choice 

• Made exclusively from trees that no longer produce coconuts, our 
palm wood line repurposes timber that would otherwise be waste. 

• Each minimally-processed piece is handcrafted and coated  
with a simple food-safe lacquer.

palm wood

View 8+ Palm Wood items at 
frontofthehouse.com

Palm Wood Features:



305.757.7940
info@foh.cc 
frontofthehouse.com

share the love!
Plate, post, & tag us @fohinc   
#PerfectlyPlated #FOHinAction
@FOHinc


